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while it doesn't invent new twists or turns on the standard superhero blockbuster, the last witch
hunter is an entertainingly ambitious fantasy epic. it's exactly the kind of all-encompassing,

sprawling epic that's been desperately needed in hollywood, and it's even a bit sentimental. for all
the "superhero" trappings, the film is most successful when it's just diesel and his crew of dorks

running around with swords, axes, and magic. the film's best sequence is a battle between two witch-
hunting forces, with the help of a fair number of cgi effects. the action sequences are full of

swooping, flying, and magic, and, like everything else in the movie, are a bit goofy. yet the film is
strong enough to overcome its own shortcomings, and the final battle is well-crafted, with plenty of

fantastic visual effects. the acting is uneven; leslie and gilgun are the strongest; wood, as a hero
with a mission, is excellent; caine is engaging as the hardass leader. the script does a good job of

mixing humor and action and suspense, and the scriptwriters even manage to tie up the loose ends
from the previous films. diesel, who plays the protagonist of the the last witch hunter in question,
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kaulder, says that a sequel may be on the way, even though nothing has been officially announced,
but that they have been talking about the idea for a while. "i think it would be cool," diesel says. "we

gotta work this out. we gotta find it first." you'll see why once you watch the last witch hunter as
long as you make it through the "diesel kill" scene, where kaulder (vin diesel) kills a horde of witches
and demons using his magic axe, the witch hunter; a weapon that was made for only one person, he

explains - his brother.
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the last witch hunter is rated pg-13 for intense sequences of violence, action, and destruction, and
for suggestive content. running time: 1 hour and 55 minutes. this is a copyrighted trailer from the

last witch hunter (2011) and may not be used without the express written permission of walt disney
studios motion pictures. the cast of the last witch hunter is one of the most diverse in the history of
the film industry, with actors hailing from all corners of the globe. in case you missed any, here are

the latest photos of the stars of the film: well, i think the most important thing to know about the last
witch hunter is that it's a perfectly serviceable action movie. if you watch it with that in mind, you'll

find that it has its points, and that it has its charms. but it's not a lord of the rings -style fantasy epic.
that's not what it is. thats not what i was expecting. thats not what i wanted. i was really hoping for
something more along the lines of a live action monty python movie. although i have to admit, this
movie definitely has a lot of the sort of thing you find in monty python. one of the funniest things
about the movie is that there are several moments where characters in the film are talking about

their problems, you can tell that the actors are having a blast. and theyre very clearly having a blast.
some of the lines are just totally improvised. the whole thing is pretty free-flowing. if i remember

correctly, it felt like i was watching a live action monty pythonmovie at times. 5ec8ef588b
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